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AbstractÐGeometric structure analysis is a prerequisite to create electronic documents from logical components extracted from

document images. This paper presents a knowledge-based method for sophisticated geometric structure analysis of technical journal

pages. The proposed knowledge base encodes geometric characteristics that are not only common in technical journals but also

publication-specific in the form of rules. The method takes the hybrid of top-down and bottom-up techniques and consists of two

phases: region segmentation and identification. Generally, the result of the segmentation process does not have a one-to-one

matching with composite layout components. Therefore, the proposed method identifies nontext objects, such as images, drawings,

and tables, as well as text objects, such as text lines and equations, by splitting or grouping segmented regions into composite layout

components. Experimental results with 372 images scanned from the IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence

show that the proposed method has performed geometric structure analysis successfully on more than 99 percent of the test images,

resulting in impressive performance compared with previous works.

Index TermsÐDocument image analysis, geometric structure analysis, region segmentation, region identification, knowledge-based

approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

IN spite of the widespread use of electronic documents, the
volume of paper-based documents still continues to grow

at a rapid speed. Paper-based documents are less efficient
than electronic documents from the perspective of docu-
ment processing, such as storage, retrieval, and modifica-
tion. Therefore, there has recently been a growing interest in
a document image analysis and understanding [1], [2], [3],
[4], [5], [6], [7] which consists of two phases: geometric
structure analysis and logical structure analysis, to trans-
form a paper-based document into its electronic version.

Humans identify logical constituents from document

images using knowledge about various kinds of geometric

characteristics that are not only common in all the

document classes, but also specific for document class and

publication. For instance, a paragraph composed of text

lines and equations is differentiated from other paragraphs

according to the geometric characteristics of text lines. To

identify a paragraph as a logical object, not only accurate

identification of text lines and equations but also the

extraction of their geometric characteristics are required.
However, because most of the conventional methods [8],

[9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14] concerning geometric structure

analysis cluster adjacent regions with homogeneous geo-

metric characteristics together and simply classify them into

text or nontext objects, they do not support such a
sophisticated geometric analysis.

In general, the geometric properties of document images
are different according to the type of the document. Even
documents of the same type can differ from each other. For
instance, there are several formatting methods for technical
articles. For geometric structure analysis, the formalism to
reflect geometric characteristics that are publication-speci-
fic, as well as class-specific, is very important.

This paper presents a knowledge-based method for
geometric structure analysis of technical journal pages that
can handle more sophisticated problems than previous
works. The knowledge base encodes geometric character-
istics that are not only common in technical journals, but
also publication-specific in the form of rules. The method is
composed of two stages: region segmentation and identifi-
cation. The knowledge rules are also divided into region
segmentation and identification rules according to the stage
where they are applied. On the other hand, the inference
engine is also based on hierarchically structured rules for
efficient control of geometric structure analysis.

The result of the segmentation process does not usually
have a one-to-one matching with composite layout compo-
nents. For example, a figure object contains many small
regions which correspond to image or drawing regions.
Text lines might be merged by overlapping superscript and
subscript and divided by fragments of multicomponent
symbols. Based on the hybrid of top-down and bottom-up
techniques, the proposed method identifies nontext objects,
such as images, drawings, and tables, as well as text objects,
such as text lines and equations, by splitting and grouping
segmented regions into composite layout components.

Experimental results with 372 images scanned from the
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(TPAMI), which possesses a page format of a complexity
typical of technical journals and contains a mixture of text
lines, equations, images, drawings, and tables arranged in
two column format, show that the proposed method has
analyzed geometric structure successfully on more than
99 percent objects of the test images, resulting in competi-
tive performance compared with previous works.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, brief
discussion about results and problems of related works is
presented. The system overview is introduced and detail
description about rules composing the knowledge base and
an inference engine is given in Section 3. Section 4 illustrates
the proposed method in two stages, region segmentation,
and identification, then we explain each stage with related
rules. In Section 5, experimental results on a large volume of
journal documents are reported and compared to previous
works and the conclusions and future works are summar-
ized in Section 6.

2 RELATED WORKS

Previous works for geometric structure analysis are
classified into three categories: top-down [3], [15], [16],
bottom-up [4], [10], [11], [17], [18], [19], [20], and hybrid
techniques [21], [22], [23], [24], [25]. Especially, the recent
paper by Jain and Yu [4] contains a brief chronological
survey of previous works on geometric layout analysis.

Most previous works use explicit knowledge on geo-
metric characteristics of document images even though the
amount and representation schemes might be different [25].
The knowledge used for bottom-up processing is different
from that used for a top-down one. Normally, the knowl-
edge for top-down technique is much more dependent on a
document. The knowledge used in previous works is
organized into three-levels based on a generalization-
specialization hierarchy: generic knowledge, class-specific
knowledge, and publication-specific knowledge [26]. As

summarized in Table 1, this section presents a brief
discussion about results and problems of the previous
works based on knowledge base.

Generally, top-down techniques simultaneously perform
geometric and logical structure analysis using publication-
specific knowledge. For example, the methods in [10], [11],
and [26] use a publication-specific page grammar to
describe all legal page formats allowed for a given
publication and to segment the document and simulta-
neously label some layout components with logical classes.
On the other hand, Dengel et al. [27], [28] define a
hierarchical document model, called a geometric tree,
which contains knowledge about 200 different business
letters. Higashino et al. [29] express the model on geometric
layout using a form definition language (FDL).

For bottom-up approaches, Nagy et al. [26] segment the
document into the X-Y tree, which is a nested decomposi-
tion of rectangles, and combine regions at leaf nodes using
knowledge about generic layout objects. A definition
language expresses the knowledge by applying predicate
logic to a list of arguments. Fisher et al. [30] present a rule-
based system for automatically segmenting document
images into text and nontext regions. The 14 rules represent
geometric characteristics about connected components such
as aspect ratio, height, black pixel density, the perimeter to
width ratio, and the perimeter-squared to area ratio.

Niyogi and Srihari [31] have developed a knowledge-
based system for decomposition and structural analysis that
uses a rule-based model. This system segments the
digitized image of a newspaper page using the bottom-up
technique. The knowledge rules which comprise the knowl-
edge base define the general characteristics expected of the
usual components of a newspaper image and the usual
relationships between such components in the image. An
inference engine is also rule-based and contains control and
strategy rules with hierarchical structure. However, this
system concentrates on the basic level of geometric layout
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analysis for text and nontext regions, such as images and
drawings. Sauvola et al. [32] divide a document image into
small pixel windows and classify the type of the segmented
region using the knowledge base expressed as a rule of
general and type-specific knowledge.

Meanwhile, Esposito et al. [25] present the hybridization
of the top-down and bottom-up approaches: A document
image is segmented in a top-down manner and basic
regions are grouped bottom-up to form layout components,
such as text, image, drawing, and ruler. Specifically, for
region classification, generic knowledge of typesetting
conventions is exploited.

Albeit previous works have defined and exploited
various levels of knowledge about geometric properties of
a document, most of them do not support sophisticated
geometric structure analysis. Some methods [10], [11], [26],
[27], [28], [29], [30] only take text regions into consideration
and the others [25], [31], [32] concentrate on the basic level
of geometric layout analysis for text and nontext regions,
such as images and drawings.

Generally, the better the correspondence between re-
gions in the output of geometric analysis and layout objects
in the document, the easier the task of transforming a paper
document into its electronic version. Furthermore, to
accurately extract the logical structure components of text
regions, text lines must be further classified into a title, first
or last lines of a paragraph, or a list item. Therefore, a
method that can accurately extract text lines, as well as
equations, from a text region is required.

3 SYSTEM OVERVIEW

The system is composed of an image analysis system, a
rule-based system, and a rule base, as shown in Fig. 1.
Specifically, the image analysis system consists of region
segmentation and identification modules.

The rule-based system controls the whole process of
geometric structure analysis by determining the most
appropriate module and rules according to the intermediate

processing result. For this purpose, it contains domain and

control data partitions to store various kinds of information

for the document being processed and the control status.

Domain data partition contains the data about the image

regions of the document being processed by the image

analysis module. Control data partition contains control

information about the status of the segmentation and

identification processes, as well as details about any results

of image analysis module.
Nazif and Levine [33] and Niyogi and Srihari [31] use a

three-level rule-based model composed of knowledge,

control, and strategy rules for low-level image segmentation

of natural scenes and structure analysis of a newspaper

image, respectively. This rule-based model allows a mod-

ular formulation of the solution within the image analysis

problem domain and provides a large amount of flexibility

in the inference mechanism.
The proposed method employs the three-level rule base

for geometric structure analysis of technical journal pages.

Knowledge rules encode publication-specific information,

as well as geometric characteristics that are common to all

the journal types. In particular, the knowledge rule is

divided into region segmentation and identification rules

according to the analysis module that the action is to

execute when all the conditions are satisfied.
The control rules, which comprise an inference engine,

play the role of deciding the specific region to be tested and

the next process to be activated. In other words, the control

rule specifies not only the target region, but also the

different sets of knowledge rules and their order to be

matched by selecting the applicable process on the current

region. On the other hand, the strategy rule determines the

invocation of a set of control rules and their execution order.

More detailed explanation on the rules which comprise the

knowledge base and an inference engine will be given in

this section.
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3.1 Knowledge Base

The knowledge rule has the following representation
format. The lefthand side consists of a set of CONDITIONs
evaluated on the data. The ACTIONs on the righthand side
specify particular processing on the data. The logical ANDs
indicate that the action of the rule is applied to the data only
if all the conditions are satisfied.

fIF CONDITION AND . . . AND CONDITION

THEN ACTIONS:g
Various types of formatting methods are normally used

according to the publication of a technical document.
Furthermore, a title page has a different layout from
remaining pages. For example, a single-column area of a
title page consists mainly of text regions such as a title,
authors, affiliations, an abstract, and index terms. However,
single-column areas of remaining pages are mostly com-
posed of nontext regions such as figures and tables.

The knowledge rules are classified into class-specific
rule, publication-specific rule, and title page or body page
rules according to the page type. We define the remaining
pages except a title page as body pages. The class-specific
and publication-specific rules represent general character-
istics of technical journal and publication-specific geometric
properties, respectively. The title page and body page rules
express geometric characteristics of the title and body
pages, respectively. Therefore, the title page and body-page
rules inherit the publication-specific rule, which also
inherits the class-specific rule.

The knowledge base is constructed using the character-
istics of the regular paper of TPAMI. First, it categorizes the
types of document images into title and body pages and
examines the characteristics of each type. Regions of the
document image are divided into complex layout objects
such as text lines, equations, images, drawings, and tables.
The knowledge base is expressed with 91 rules, based on a
careful examination of geometric characteristics of layout
objects.

For sophisticated geometric structure analysis of docu-
ment images, both region segmentation and identification
of the proposed method use geometric knowledge on
typesetting conventions. Accordingly, the knowledge rules
are classified into region segmentation and identification
rules according to the processing modules that the rules are
applied to. Rule (10) is an example of the region segmenta-
tion rule that describes conditions and actions for segment-
ing a double-column area. That is, if the current area
satisfies all conditions that describe geometric character-
istics of a double-column area, the area is divided vertically
into two columns.

Rule (10):

IF: (1) The column type of the current region is not
ªdouble-column.º

(2) The width of the current region is similar to the
width of a printed area of a document image.

(3) There exists a horizontal white gap.
(4) There exists a vertical white gap.
(5) The width of the vertical white gap is larger

than the height of horizontal white gap.

(6) The width of the vertical white gap is smaller
than ThWidth1.

(7) The width of vertical white gap is larger than
ThWidth2.

(8) The vertical white gap is center-aligned in a
printed area.

THEN: (1) Divide the current region vertically.
(2) Set the column type of segmented regions as

ªdouble-column.º

3.2 Inference Engine

The inference engine of the proposed system is based on the
control and strategy rules, which differ from the knowledge
rule in that they do not modify image regions directly. The
control rule can be further classified into two categories:
focus-of-attention and meta rules. The focus-of-attention
rule decides the most appropriate region to be considered.
The meta rule selects the most appropriate image analysis
module according to the processing status, resulting in
deciding a set of knowledge rules related to the correspond-
ing module.

For instance, Focus-of-Attention Rule (1) plays a role in
selecting an adjacent region as the target for region
segmentation when no more horizontal segmentation
process can be applied. Meta Rule (1) ensures proper
initialization of the thresholds for geometric characteristics
of column structure and selects a set of related knowledge
rules for region segmentation.

Focus-of-Attention Rule (1):

IF: (1) The current status corresponds to
ªregion segmentation.º

(2) The column type of current region is not
ªdouble-column.º

(3) There exists no horizontal white gap.
THEN: (1) Set the column type of the current region as

ªsingle-column.º
(2) Set the type of current region as

ªa generalized text line (GTL) [4].º
(3) Select an adjacent region whose type is not

defined as ªGTL.º

Meta Rule (1):

IF: (1) The region segmentation mode is on.
THEN: (1) Initialize the thresholds for geometric

characteristics of column structure.
(2) Set the input image as a region and apply

ªregion segmentation ruleº to it.

On the other hand, the strategy rule not only adjusts the
priorities of the focus-of-attention and meta rules, but also
determines whether the segmentation and identification
processes are correctly executed. Therefore, the control and
strategy rules play roles in regulating the geometric
structure analysis of the document image. Strategy Rule (1)
executes the related control rules until the identification
process of nontext regions is successfully terminated.

Strategy Rule (1):

IF: (1) There is a nontext line whose type is not
identified.
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THEN: (1) Apply all control rules necessary for region
identification on each region until there exists no
region whose type is not identified.

4 KNOWLEDGE-BASED GEOMETRIC STRUCTURE

ANALYSIS

In this section, the system proposed for geometric structure

analysis of document images is described. A flow diagram

of the proposed system for region segmentation and

identification is shown in Fig. 2.

4.1 Region Segmentation

The region segmentation method extracts column areas by

using the knowledge of geometric characteristics of column

structure and segments each column area in the horizontal

direction. After extracting connected components using a

bottom-up technique, column areas are extracted by

analyzing the projection profile of bounding boxes of

connected components [34] and using the region

segmentation rules. The bounding box is the smallest

rectangular box that encloses the connected component.

The method assumes all bounding boxes are well-

located. For this purpose, the skew has been detected and

corrected by applying the conventional method [35] based

on Hough transform to connected components.

The document image is segmented vertically or horizon-

tally by the corresponding projection profiles. After

comparing the width of the largest vertical white gap with

the height of the largest horizontal white gap from the

vertical and horizontal projection profiles, respectively, the

image region is segmented into smaller ones based on the

larger gap. Knowledge rules (10) and (11) describe this fact.

Specifically, columns, which comprise a double-column

region, are extracted by segmenting the region in the

vertical direction where the corresponding vertical gap

should satisfy the knowledge about geometric character-

istics of column structure of the technical document.
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Rule (11):

IF: (1) The column type of the current region is not
ªdouble-column.º

(2) There exists a horizontal white gap.
(3) There exists a vertical white gap.
(4) The maximum height of a horizontal white gap

is larger than the maximum width of a vertical
white gap.

THEN: (1) Segment the current region horizontally.

Rule (10) and Rule (11) are repeatedly applied to a region
that has not yet been segmented vertically. However, a
region which has already been segmented in the vertical
direction, as described in Rule (12) and Rule (13), is
segmented horizontally into a set of GTLs based on
horizontal white gaps determined by the horizontal projec-
tion profile.

Rule (12):

IF: (1) The column type of the current region is
ªdouble-column.º

(2) There exist one or more horizontal white gaps.
THEN: (1) Select a horizontal white gap with the

maximum height.
(2) Segment the current region horizontally with

the white gap as the base line.

Rule (13):

IF: (1) The column type of the current region is
ªdouble-column.º

(2) There exists no horizontal white gap.
THEN: (1) Set the type of current region as ªGTL.º

The segmentation method, like the conventional meth-
ods based on projection profile or X-Y cut [10], targets the
Manhattan layout, where the segments are arranged in such
a way that there exist accurate horizontal or vertical white
gaps. On the other hand, the recent paper by Mao and
Kanungo [36] presents the result of comparative evaluation
of the research and commercial segmentation algorithms.

4.2 Region Identification

Generally, the layout of a title page of a technical document
is different from that of a body page. For example, in
TPAMI, a title page is composed of a header, footer, and
technical sections. A body page contains header and
technical sections. A technical section involves all of the
regions except header and footer in title and body pages.

A single-column area of a title page mostly consists of
text regions such as a title, authors, affiliations, an abstract,
and index terms. On the other hand, a single-column area of
a body page mainly contains nontext regions such as
images, drawings, and tables. Therefore, the proposed
region identification method classifies the document image
into title or body pages and uses the knowledge rules that
describe geometric characteristics for each page type.

The proposed region segmentation method simply
segments each column region horizontally to create a set
of GTLs. Normally, there exists no one-to-one matching
between a segmented region and a layout component that
constitutes a document page. For example, the method

segments the figure object of Fig. 3 into four subregions,
(a)-(d). Therefore, a method for grouping segmented
regions together and identifying complete layout objects
is required.

Therefore, the proposed method defines the region
identification rules based on the knowledge for geometric
characteristics of layout objects which compose the techni-
cal document. By grouping together and splitting regions
based on the rules, the method identifies nontext objects
such as images, drawings, and tables, as well as text objects
such as text lines and equations.

4.2.1 Text Object Identification

The text area of a technical document is made up of various
types of logical objects such as a title, an abstract, section
titles, paragraphs, and so on. The logical objects are
discriminated from each other by geometric characteristics
of their constituent text lines. Particularly, because para-
graphs of technical journal usually contain equations as well
as text lines, accurate extraction of text lines and equations
from text areas is required for logical structure analysis.

Text Line Extraction. This section describes the method
for identifying text and nontext lines from a set of GTLs
which result from the region segmentation process. Con-
nected components which make up a nontext object are
normally larger than those of a text object. For instance,
Rule (20) identifies text lines from GTLs using knowledge
about various kinds of geometric properties such as column
type, size, and density distribution.

Rule (20):

IF: (1) The column type of the current region is
ªdouble-column.º

(2) The height of the region is larger than
ThHeight5.

(3) The height of the region is smaller than
ThHeight6.

(4) The width of the region is larger than or equal to
ThWidth5.

(5) The density of the region is higher than
ThDensity1.
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(6) The density of the region is lower than
ThDensity2.

(7) The mean density of its constituent connected
components is higher than ThCCDensity1.

(8) The mean density of its constituent connected
components is lower than ThCCDensity2.

THEN: (1) Set the type as ªtext line.º

On the other hand, text lines are merged or split because
the proposed segmentation method simply divides column
areas in the horizontal direction. For instance, as illustrated in
Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, adjacent lines are merged into a single region
because of overlapping descender and ascender of subscript
and superscript, respectively. This paper has examined the
frequency of merged text lines as results of the proposed
segmentation method targeted on 372 pages, which are parts
of 26 papers from TPAMI from January to June of 1999. As a
result of our examination, we have found out that a total of 319
text lines are merged, which gets 12.27 text lines merged per
paper in average. Moreover, a text line might be segmented
into two lines because of superscripts, fragments of multi-
component symbols, and parts of equations.

The proposed method exploits the knowledge rules
about geometric characteristics of text lines to separate
touching text lines. Kanai [37] has classified the character
type according to the height and proven that there exists the
most frequent type in documents through experimental
results. Furthermore, we assume that the most frequent
height of connected components in the document image
corresponds to the height of the character type and the
average height of text lines is proportional to that of the
most frequent character type.

To examine the relative rate between the heights of the
most frequent character type and text lines, we have
experimented with various document images. Experimental
results have shown that there exists a relative rate between
heights of the most frequent character type and text lines, as
shown in (1).

Average height of text line �
average height of the most frequent character type� �: �1�

Therefore, through analyzing the height distribution of
connected components which result from the segmentation
process, the method calculates the average height of text
lines and determines candidates for merged text lines.
Equation (2) calculates the number of text lines that
comprise the candidate region.

Number of text lines � height of candidate region

� average height of text line:
�2�

For accurate identification of the merged text line, the
verification process on the candidate regions is performed,
and the confidence of the candidate region is evaluated.
Generally, the bottom line of the most frequent character
type is the baseline of the corresponding text line [38].

If the segmented region is a candidate for merged text
lines, most connected components of the candidate region
will be included inside separated lines which result from
splitting touching lines. Therefore, the confidence value of
candidate regions is evaluated by (3). The value 0.9 was
experimentally determined as the confidence threshold.

Confidence �P
ConnectedComponentsWhichAreIncludedInSeparatedTextlinesP

ConnectedComponents
:

�3�

On the other hand, the method for grouping together split

text lines is as follows: Generally, split regions by fragments of

multicomponent symbols or equations have relatively low

height and are closely adjacent to each other. Therefore, GTLs

with low height are considered as split regions and are

merged with adjacent regions. In particular, the proposed

system groups split text lines together and splits merged ones

by applying Rule (15) and Rule (16), respectively. The results

of applying the proposed method on Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 are

shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively.

Rule (15):

IF: (1) The height of the current GTL is smaller than
ThHeight1.

(2) The vertical distance from the adjacent GTL is
smaller than ThDistance1.
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THEN: (1) Group the two regions together.
(2) Set the type of the regions as ªGTL.º

Rule (16):

IF: (1) The height of the current GTL is larger than two
times of ThHeight2.

(2) The region consists mostly of connected
components with character size.

(3) The confidence value is larger than or equal to
ThConfidence.

THEN: (1) Divide the current region.
(2) Set the type of the regions as ªGTL.º

Identification of Equation from Text Line. The pro-
posed method discriminates equations from text lines by
using their geometric characteristics such as size, black
pixel density, and justification. As shown in Fig. 8,
equations and text lines are mostly composed of characters
and numbers. On the other hand, compared to an equation,
connected components of a text line are distributed evenly
throughout the region. Therefore, we can assume that the
density of black pixel of a text line is relatively higher than
that of an equation. Additionally, the justification of a text
line and an equation is different.

On the other hand, an equation might be divided into
several regions, as shown in Fig. 9. These subregions might

not satisfy the knowledge of geometric characteristics of the

corresponding layout object. Therefore, it is desirable to

identify types of them as the adjacent region. An example of

the knowledge rule for identifying equations from text lines

is like Rule (25).

Rule (25):

IF: (1) The density of the text line is higher than
ThDensity3.

(2) The density of the text line is lower than
ThDensity4.

(3) The mean density of connected components is
higher than ThCCDensity3.

(4) The mean density of connected components is
lower than ThCCDensity4.

THEN: (1) Set the type of the region as ªequation.º

4.2.2 Nontext Object Identification

Because the method presented in the previous section

classifies large GTLs as nontext lines, large equation regions

are classified as nontext lines. Therefore, the proposed

method first extracts equations from nontext lines and then

groups the remaining nontext lines together to identify

nontext objects such as images, drawings, and tables.
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Identification of Equation from Nontext Line. As

mentioned before, whereas an equation region contains

relatively small connected components, nontext regions,

such as images, drawings, and tables, are composed of

relatively large ones. To determine the distinct character-

istics of an equation from nontext objects, geometric

characteristics of independent connected-components (in-

dependent CCs) which constitute the region have been

examined. An independent CC is defined as the connected

component that is not enclosed by other components.

Table 2 shows that independent CCs of an equation region

have different characteristics from those of nontext lines

composing nontext objects.
The proposed method defines the knowledge rules for

geometric characteristics of nontext lines that correspond to

equations and identifies equations from nontext lines based

on these rules, as illustrated in Rule (27).

Rule (27):

IF: (1) The column type of the region is
ªdouble-column.º
(2) The type is ªnontext line.º
(3) The mean area of the independent CCs is larger

than ThArea1.
(4) The mean area of the independent CCs is

smaller than ThArea2.
(5) The height of the region is smaller than

ThHeight6.

(6) The region has the justification of an equation
object.

THEN: (1) Set the type of the region as ªequation.º

Identification of Image, Drawing, and Table Objects.

This section describes the method for identifying images,

drawings, and tables from the nontext lines from which

equations have already been extracted. Generally, a figure

object is composed of nontext lines which correspond to

image or drawing. Consequently, nontext lines are classi-

fied into four categories: image, mixed region with image

and drawing (hereafter, the term ªimage+drawingº means

a mixed region with image and drawing), drawing, and

table.
Generally, there exists one-to-many matching between

nontext object and nontext lines. Therefore, to identify

complex layout objects, adjacent nontext lines are merged

and identified accordingto their types.

The type of nontext line �
1�image� if Density >�

ThDensity10

2�image or image� drawing� if ThDensity11 <�
Density < ThDensity10

3�image� drawing� if ThDensity12 < Density

< ThDensity11

4�image� drawing or drawing� if ThDensity13 < Density

<� ThDensity12

5�image� drawing or drawing if ThDensity14 <�
or table Density <�

ThDensity13

6�table or drawing� if ThDensity15 <�
Density < ThDensity14

7�drawing� if Density < ThDensity15

�4�
Generally, the density of an image region is higher

than that of a drawing region that has relatively low
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Fig. 9. Result of segmenting text area.

TABLE 2
Comparison Results for Geometric Characteristics of
Independent CCs of Equation and Nontext Objects



distribution. We have divided nontext lines of test images

into image, drawing, image+drawing, and table, and

examined the density distribution of each. Equation (4)

subdivides nontext lines into seven types according to

their black pixel densities. For instance, Rule (51)

classifies a nontext line as ªimage or image+drawingº

according to its density distribution.

Rule (51):

IF: (1) The type of the region is ªnontext line.º
(2) The density of the region is lower than

ThDensity10.
(3) The density of the region is higher than or equal

to ThDensity11.
THEN: (1) Set the type of the region as ªimage or

image+drawing.º

On the other hand, the proposed method groups

adjacent nontext lines together and identifies the merged

region as a complete layout object. Consequently, the rules

based on (5) are exploited to identify complex layout

objects.

The type of the merged region �
8�image� if the region contains nontext lines

with type 1; 2; 3; or 4:

9�drawing� if the region contains type 7 only:

10�drawing or table� if the region contains type 5 or 6

only:

�5�
For instance, nontext lines of Fig. 3 (a)-(d) are classified

into type 2, 5, 5, and 4, respectively, by applying the rules

associated with (4). Furthermore, the lines are merged and

identified as an image object based on the knowledge rules

that encode (5), as illustrated in Rule (58).

Rule (58):

IF: (1) The type of the nontext line is ªimage.º
(2) The type of the adjacent region corresponds to

ªimage or image+drawing.º
THEN: (1) Merge the two regions.

(2) Set the type of the merged region as ªimage.º

On the other hand, if the merged region contains only

nontextlines with type 5 or 6, it is classified as ªdrawing or

table.º The proposed method identifies tables using the

general knowledge of their geometric characteristics.

Remaining regions not identified as tables are considered

to be drawings. Rule (107) is an example of the knowledge

rules for table identification.

Rule (107):

IF: (1) One or more of vertical and horizontal line
segments are included.

(2) Vertical and horizontal line segments are
perpendicular to each other.

(3) Connected components composing the content
are aligned vertically or horizontally.

THEN: (1) Set the type of the region as ªtable.º

The frame composing a table is made up of vertical and
horizontal line segments that are perpendicular to each
other. Moreover, connected components of text regions of
the content are aligned vertically or horizontally. The
proposed method identifies tables by using geometric
characteristics of frame and text regions. Especially, we
assume that frame includes one or more horizontal and
vertical line segments whose sizes are similar to the width
and height of the table, respectively.

The method for extracting vertical and horizontal line
segments is as follows: Horizontal runs with relatively large
width are merged into horizontal line segments to which
line approximation is applied. Specifically, the threshold
value used for selecting runs making up a line segment is
set as the height of the most frequent character type, which
has already been computed during extraction of connected
components. The height of the most frequent character type
is dynamically determined during the extraction stage of
connected components. On the other hand, to extract
vertical line segments, first, vertical runs are created from
horizontal runs. The method for extracting vertical line
segments is the same as the one for horizontal ones.

If the extracted line segments satisfy the geometric
characteristics of table frame, the geometric characteristics
of text regions are analyzed to investigate whether the sizes
of the connected components are similar or not. Further-
more, the projection profile of their bounding boxes is
analyzed to examine whether connected components are
aligned vertically or horizontally.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we
have experimented with 372 document images scanned
from 26 regular papers of TPAMI from January to June of
1999 at 300 dpi. As shown in Figs. 10 and 11, experimental
results show that the proposed method identifies nontext
objects such as images, drawings, and tables, as well as text
objects such as text lines and equations from the technical
document. Table 3 shows that the total number of layout
objects is 23,594 and the number of failed objects is 167,
resulting in an accuracy of 99.3 percent in average.

5.1 Error Analysis

In general, nontext objects are accompanied by captions.
The proposed system considers the caption area as a part of
a nontext object and extracts a nontext object with it. Failure
cases are illustrated in Fig. 12a, Fig. 12b, Fig. 12c, Fig. 12d
and their errors are analyzed as follows:

For text lines, most errors occur when classified as
equations or captions. For example, a text line that contains
an equation inside the region is identified as an equation
object as illustrated in Fig. 12a.1. On the other hand, there
are text line and equation regions whose types in question
cannot be determined simply by their geometric character-
istics only. The proposed method considers the type of
adjacent regions to identify the type of the region in
question. Consequently, text lines whose geometric proper-
ties are ambiguous and that are located between text line
and equation regions and a little closely adjacent to the
equation region are classified as equations. On the other
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hand, as shown in Fig. 12a.2, text lines adjacent to a

rectangular frame are classified as a caption area of a

nontext object.
Experimental results show that an equation object has a

lower identification rate than others. Actually, most

identification errors occur when geometric properties

satisfy those of a text line which leads to identification as

a text line. Generally, an equation object contains not only

regions that satisfy its geometric characteristics, but also

regions that do not. Fig. 12b illustrates an example of the

equation region that is recognized incorrectly as text line
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Fig. 10. Experimental results (1). (a) Equation identification results from text area. (b) Examples of an image object and text lines. (c) Drawing objects

and text lines. (d) Table objects and text lines.



because it has ambiguous geometric properties and is

placed closer to the adjacent text line.
This paper targets tables whose frame contains at least

one vertical and horizontal line segments that cross each

other. Therefore, as illustrated in Fig. 12c.1, unconnected

tables composed only of horizontal rulers are not identified.

Additionally, tables that contain not texts but large figures

are classified as drawings, as shown in Fig. 12c.2.
The proposed method classifies figures into drawings or

images by density distribution. Because figures normally

contain quite a few small regions, which correspond to

images or drawings, it might not be so obvious to categorize
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(d) Identification of an image, drawings, and equations.



them into two types: image or drawing. In a document

analysis system, drawing and image regions need to be

vectorized [39] and compressed, respectively. Therefore, in

advance, we have divided vague figures into either images

or drawings after deeming the regions suitable for vector-

ization or compression, respectively. Identification errors

here occur when image and drawing are confused as

drawing and image, respectively, according to density

distribution. Fig. 12d is an example of an image object that

is misclassified as a drawing. Other cases are where rulers

that overlap with adjacent text lines are not identified and

rectangular frames are misclassified as tables, as shown in

Fig. 12a.2.
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Fig. 12. Misclassification cases. (a) Text lines identified as an equation and a caption. (b) An equation region classified into a text line. (c) Tables

which are unconnected and contain figures. (d) An image object classified into a drawing.



5.2 Comparison with Related Works

Most of the previous works handle simple geometric

structure analysis. For instance, Pavlidis and Zhou [9],

Nagy et al. [10], and O'Gorman [18] mainly target text

regions. Lefevre and Reynaud [8] and Fan et al. [13] include

images and drawings as well as text. Meanwhile, Tsujimoto

and Asada [12] can identify text lines, tables, frames, rulers,

and picture regions. However, they differentiate table and

frame from nontext regions by applying a simple method

that is based on the size and projection profiles of the

regions, and classifythe remaining nontext regions as

pictures.
Jain and Yu's method [4] presents experimental results

on geometric structure analysis with 125 technical journal

pages, which are from the document database available

from the University of Washington (UWDB) [40]. Although

Jain and Yu's method used a much broader selection of

document images and was not based on the same data, it is

the most comparable work with ours. Fig. 13 is the result of

performance comparison of the proposed method with it.

Compared to Jain and Yu's method, the proposed method

has shown higher identification rate for all layout objects

except a table. Table identification errors of both methods

mostly originate from unconnected tables. Jain and Yu's

method simply classifies equations as text or drawing

regions according to the size.
Accurate classification of text lines and equations from

text regions are required for efficient extraction of logical

components. However, Jain and Yu do not consider

merged or split text lines because it simply extracts text

lines and groups them together into text regions. Mean-

while, Jain and Yu's method does not correctly identify

sparse drawings and those printed in light ink, which

cause the region to be broken into many small regions.

However, because the proposed method merges nontext

regions first and identifies the whole region based on the

types of constituent regions, most images and drawings

are accurately identified.

5.3 Rule and Threshold Selection

In this section, we elaborate the rules that are specific for

TPAMI and mention what fraction of the rules and

thresholds would have to be changed for other publications.

Among the knowledge rules, six region segmentation rules

and 36 region identification rules are specific for TPAMI

and they use 44 threshold values which are related to

geometric characteristics of the document region and

connected component.
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Performance Evaluation

Fig. 13. Performance comparison of the proposed method with Jain and Yu's method.



For efficient acquisition of knowledge rules, selection of

the types and values of thresholds that reflect the geometric

characteristics of a publication is very important. However,

we are not aware of any formal method for selecting a set of

interdependent multiple thresholds. In constructing the

knowledge rule, a number of thresholds were manually

selected and adjusted according to the output of the system

on a large number of test images.
The detailed description of the rules and thresholds that

are specific for TPAMI is as follows: First of all, the 22 rules

for identifying equations from text and nontext lines use

20 threshold values related to the height, width, area, and

density of a region and connected component, as illustrated

in Rules (25) and (27). Specifically, 14 threshold values were

used to describe the density distribution of an equation

region and its constituent connected components. The seven

rules for determining the type of nontext lines are based on

six threshold values that discriminate among seven types of

nontext lines, as shown in (4) and Rule (51).
As mentioned in Rule (20), the rules for identifying text

and nontext lines from a set of GTLs use eight threshold

values that express the height, width, and density of the

lines, as well as the mean density of their connected

components. Moreover, the rules for extracting column

areas use the maximum and minimum values of thresholds

for the width of vertical white gap between column areas, as

illustrated in Rule (10). Rules (15) and (16) for splitting and

grouping together text lines are based on the threshold

values concerning the height of text lines and the vertical

distance between them.
Because both the most threshold values related to the

height and the ones for selecting runs making up a line

segment in table identification rules are relative to the most

frequent height of connected components, they have been

dynamically determined during the extraction stage of

connected components. On the other hand, because the

49 rules for grouping adjacent nontext lines together and

identifying the merged region as a complete layout object

do not use any publication-specific thresholds, they are

applicable to other publications without modification.
The relatively good performance has been obtained from

the result of applying the knowledge rule to other

publications which have the same geometric characteristics

as TPAMI, such as IEEE Transactions on Computers, IEEE

Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering, IEEE

Transactions on Software Engineering, IEEE Transactions on

Parallel and Distributed Systems, and IEEE Transactions on

Visualization and Computer Graphics.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS

This paper has presented the region segmentation and

identification system based on the knowledge base. For

sophisticated geometric structure analysis, the knowledge

base represents publication-specific information, as well as

general knowledge common to technical journals in a rule-

based scheme. Furthermore, the inference engine of the

proposed rule-based system is based on rules with

hierarchical structure.
Previous works, [31] and [33], demonstrated that using a

hierarchical structure of three progressively abstract levels

of rules provided a large amount of flexibility in the

inference mechanism and allowed a modular formulation of

the solution within the image analysis problem domain. For

proving the method on various kinds of documents, our

future works include experimenting with a larger set of

digitized images from the document image databases [40],

[41]. The design to incorporate new classes of objects and to

add, remove, and update knowledge rules is important for

a knowledge-based system. Therefore, we plan to devise an

efficient knowledge acquisition and management scheme.

The better the correspondence between output regions

identified by geometric structure analysis and layout objects

in the document is, the easier the task of the logical

structure analysis is. However, there is usually no one-to-

one matching between them. Therefore, based on the hybrid

of top-down and bottom-up techniques, the proposed

method identifies nontext objects, such as images, drawings

and tables, as well as text objects, such as text lines and

equations, by splitting and grouping segmented regions

into composite layout components.

Experimental results show that the proposed method has

performed geometric structure analysis successfully on

more than 99 percent of the objects of the test images,

resulting in superior performance compared with previous

works. We have prepared a test dataset with groundtruth in

advance for fair evaluation. However, the current results

may bias the results toward an undercount of errors

because they are based on a visual survey of the marked-

up output of the system. Therefore, it is necessary to

develop some automatic measure of errors as future work.
On the other hand, for more sophisticated analysis, the

following are necessary for improvement: Text lines should

be correctly extracted for accurate extraction of logical

components. For instance, it is necessary to correct equa-

tions and text lines inappropriately identified as text lines

and equations, respectively, by applying OCR and other

postprocessing methods. Furthermore, rectangular frames

should be discriminated from tables by considering their

geometric characteristics.
Since SGML (standard generalized markup language)

[42] and XML (extensible markup language) [43] are good

tools for embedding logical structure information into

documents and independent of platform, they are widely

accepted as a standard format for representing documents

in various fields, such as Digital Library and the Internet.

Recently, there is growing interest in construction of Digital

Library due to the fast spread of electronic documents

based on SGML/XML.
As a result, a method for transforming a paper-based

document to its electronic version based on SGML/XML is

desperately needed. We plan to develop a logical structure

analysis method that generates logical structure from the

result of the proposed system and creates structured
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documents automatically. In particular, documents with

logical structure usually contain several pages. Logical

objects, like long paragraphs, may be split off to several

physical parts because they would not fit on one page.

Therefore, our future work includes logical structure

analysis for multipage documents.
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